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The TWIST Collaboration has performed new measurements of two of the parameters that describe

muon decay: �, which governs the shape of the overall momentum spectrum, and �, which governs the

momentum dependence of the parity-violating decay asymmetry. This analysis gives the results � ¼
0:750 14� 0:000 17ðstatÞ � 0:000 44ðsystÞ � 0:000 11ð�Þ, where the last uncertainty arises from the

correlation between � and the decay parameter �, and � ¼ 0:750 67� 0:000 30ðstatÞ � 0:000 67ðsystÞ.
These are consistent with the value of 3=4 given for both parameters in the standard model of particle

physics, and are a factor of two more precise than the measurements previously published by TWIST. A

new global analysis of all available muon decay data incorporating these results is presented. Improved

lower and upper limits on the decay parameter P��� of 0:995 24< P��� � � < 1:000 91 at 90%

confidence are determined, where P�� is the polarization of the muon when it is created during pion

decay, and � governs the muon decay asymmetry. These results set new model-independent constraints on

the possible weak interactions of right-handed particles. Specific implications for left-right symmetric

models are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the standard model (SM) of particle physics, the
charged-current weak interaction violates parity maxi-
mally—only left-handed particles (or right-handed antipar-
ticles) are affected. The TWIST experiment is a high-
precision search for contributions from non-SM forms of
the charged-current weak interaction, including parity-
conserving currents.

The decay of the positive muon into a positron and two
neutrinos, �þ ! eþ�e ���, is a purely leptonic process,

making it an excellent system for high-precision studies
of the weak interaction. It proceeds through the charged
weak current—mediated by the W boson—and can be
described to a good approximation as a four-fermion point
interaction. The matrix element for the most general
Lorentz-invariant, local, four-fermion description of
muon decay can then be written as

M ¼ 4GFffiffiffi
2

p X
�¼S;V;T
	;�¼L;R

g�	�h � e	 j��j �eih � �� j��j ��
i; (1)

where the g�	� specify the scalar, vector, and tensor cou-
plings between �-handed muons and 	-handed positrons
[1], and satisfy certain normalizations and constraints. In
the standard model, gVLL ¼ 1 and all other coupling con-
stants are zero. The probability Q	� (	, � ¼ L, R) for the

decay of a �-handed muon into an 	-handed positron is
given by

Q	� ¼ 1
4jgS	�j2 þ jgV	�j2 þ 3ð1� �	�ÞjgT	�j2; (2)
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where �	� ¼ 1 for 	 ¼ � and �	� ¼ 0 for 	 � �. The

probability

Q
�
R ¼ 1

4jgSLRj2 þ 1
4jgSRRj2 þ jgVLRj2 þ jgVRRj2 þ 3jgTLRj2

(3)

sets a model-independent limit on any muon right-handed
couplings [1,2].

The differential muon decay spectrum [3–5] can be
described following the notation of Fetscher and Gerber
[2] as

d2�

dxdðcos
sÞ
¼ m�

4�3
E4
maxG

2
F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � x20

q
ðFISðxÞ

þ P�� cos
sFASðxÞÞ (4)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, 
s is the angle
between the muon spin and the positron momentum,
Emax � 52:8 MeV is the kinematic maximum positron
energy, x ¼ Ee=Emax is the positron’s reduced energy,
x0 ¼ me=Emax is the minimum possible value of x, corre-
sponding to a positron at rest, and P� is the degree of muon

polarization at the time of decay. P� can be used to

determine P��, the degree of muon polarization at its cre-

ation from pion decay, when the amount of depolarization
undergone by the muon is known. The two components of
the decay spectrum in Eq. (4) are the isotropic component:

FISðxÞ ¼ xð1� xÞ þ �2
9ð4x2 � 3x� x20Þ þ �x0ð1� xÞ

þ R:C: (5)

and the anisotropic component:

FASðxÞ ¼ 1

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � x20

q �
1� x

þ 2

3
�½4x� 3þ ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x20

q
� 1Þ�

�
þ R:C: (6)

R.C. represents the electromagnetic radiative corrections,
which have been calculated to Oð�2Þ. Corrections due to
the strong interaction in loops give a fractional contribution
on the order of 4� 10�7 [6], which is more than 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the ultimate precision goals of
TWIST. The quantities �, �, �, and �, often called the
Michel parameters, are bilinear combinations of the weak
coupling constants and describe the shape of the decay
spectrum. These decay parameters can be used in combi-
nation with other muon decay measurements, such as
inverse muon decay (e��� ! ���e) and the polarization

of the decay positron, to determine limits on the weak
coupling constants.

Left-right symmetric (LRS) models [7] comprise an
interesting class of extensions to the SM. These models
include a right-handed weak coupling, which is suppressed
by the mass of the associated gauge boson. LRS models
contain four charged gauge bosons ðW�

1 ;W
�
2 Þ with masses

m1 and m2, and two additional massive neutral gauge

bosons. The mass eigenstates W1 and W2 are related to
the weak eigenstatesWL andWR through a mixing angle � .
gL and gR are the coupling strengths of the LRS weak
interaction to left- and right-handed particles. LRS models
affect the muon decay spectrum, including a modification
to the decay parameter �:

� ’ 3

4

�
1� 2

�
gR
gL
�

�
2
�
; (7)

therefore requiring � � 0:75. To a good approximation,
the value of � is unaffected by LRS models.
Many other proposed SM extensions also lead to mod-

ifications of the Michel parameters. For example, super-
symmetric models can lead to a nonzero value for gSRR [8].
The values of � and � can be combined to provide a model-
independent limit on right-handed couplings in muon de-
cay:

Q
�
R ¼ 1

2½1þ 1
3�� 16

9 ���: (8)

Previous measurements by TWIST had set new limits,
of � ¼ 0:750 80� 0:000 32ðstat:Þ � 0:000 97ðsyst:Þ �
0:000 23ð�Þ [9] and � ¼ 0:749 64� 0:000 66ðstat:Þ �
0:001 12ðsyst:Þ [10]. This paper presents new results from
a refined analysis of newer data, providing details about the
TWIST experiment and analysis (Secs. II and IV) includ-
ing improvements over the previous studies (Sec. V), dis-
cusses the Monte Carlo simulations (Sec. III) and their
validation (Sec. VI, describes the current state of the
systematic uncertainties in the experiment (Sec. VII), and
presents new measurements of � and � (Sec. VIII). These
new results are then incorporated into a global analysis of
all muon decay data (Sec. IX).

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Experimental setup

Highly polarized muons resulted from the decay of pions
stopping at the surface of a carbon production target bom-
barded by 500 MeV protons at TRIUMF. The M13 beam
line [11] selected positive muons with a momentum of
29:6 MeV=c, with a momentum bite of �p=p � 1%
FWHM, and delivered these in vacuum to the TWIST
spectrometer [12] at a typical rate of 2:5�
103 per second. The beam had a contamination of posi-
trons, at the same momentum, with a typical rate of
22 kHz, as well as a small fraction of pions.
The muon beam was characterized and tuned using a

low pressure [8 kPa dimethylether (DME) gas] removable
beam monitoring chamber located upstream of the TWIST
spectrometer [13]. The beam monitor was inserted for
measurement of the beam properties, and removed during
data taking.
The TWIST spectrometer [12] was designed to measure

a broad range of the muon decay spectrum, allowing the
simultaneous determination of the decay parameters. The
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detector consisted of 44 drift chambers (DCs) and 12
multiwire proportional chambers (PCs) in a planar geome-
try, symmetric about a muon stopping target foil at the
center. Figure 1 shows the upstream half of the detector and
the four PCs surrounding the stopping target. The cham-
bers were placed in a highly uniform 2 T solenoidal
magnetic field. The z axis was defined to be the detector
axis.

To reduce scattering and to allow the muons to reach the
central target foil, the detector was designed to be very
thin; there was approximately 140 mg=cm2 of material
from the vacuum of the M13 beam line through to the
center of the stopping target.

The muon stopping target was a 71� 1 �m foil of
99.999% pure aluminum, which also served as a cathode
foil for the adjacent two PCs (see below). The muon
stopping distribution, as determined from the last DC or
PC plane in which the muon left a signal, was used in a
feedback loop to control the fractions of He and CO2 in a
gas degrader at the end of the beam line, in order to
maintain the average stopping position of the selected
muons at the center of the target. Muons were required to
be recorded by the PC immediately before the stopping
target (PC 6) and not by the PC immediately after the target
(PC 7); simulations showed that 97:0� 1:5% of selected
muons stopped in the target, with the rest stopping in the
CF4=isobutane, the cathode foils, or the wires in the vicin-
ity of the target. The experiment watched for muons decay-
ing at rest into positrons; decays of muons in flight were
identified and discarded.

Each PC and DC consisted of a wire plane and two
cathode foil planes, all oriented perpendicular to the de-
tector axis. Chambers were grouped together in modules as
described below, and the cathode foils interior to each
module were shared between adjacent chambers. Each
wire plane was in either U or V orientation, and these
were at right angles to each other and 45� to the vertical.
Four PCs were located at each end of the detector, and

two on either side of the stopping target. Each PC included
160 sense wires at 2 mm pitch. A fast drift gas
(CF4=isobutane) was used in these chambers. The PCs
mainly provided particle timing information; in addition
the widths of the timing signals from the PCs were used to
discriminate muons from positrons.
Each half of the detector included 22 DCs, with a slow

drift gas (DME), which had a small Lorentz angle; these
provided precise measurements of the eþ position as it
crossed the chamber. Each DC plane [14] included 80
sense wires at 4 mm pitch. The DC planes were very
slightly asymmetric in the direction along the detector
axis, in that the wires were located 150 �m off of the
center of the cell. 28 of the DCs were paired together in
14 modules, with U and V wire planes in each pair.
Additional ‘‘dense’’ stacks of eight planes each were lo-
cated near either end of the detector.
The space between the chambers was filled with a 3%

N2 and 97% He gas, minimizing the material thickness of
the detector. The chamber gas and the helium mixture were
maintained at atmospheric pressure. The differential pres-
sure between the chambers and the surrounding volumes
was controlled to stabilize the positions of the chamber
foils.
Chamber alignments perpendicular to the detector axis

were measured using 120 MeV=c pion tracks with the
magnetic field off. Alignment measurements were taken
at the beginning and end of the data-taking period. These
data were also used to measure wire time offsets introduced
by the electronics and cabling. The plane positions and
rotations about the beam direction were determined to an
accuracy of 10 �m and 0.4 mrad. Relative wire positions
were known to 3 �m. The alignment of the chambers to
the magnetic field was measured using positron tracks in
the 2 T field, and had an uncertainty of 0.03 mrad.
The chambers were positioned within the 1 m bore of a

liquid-helium-cooled superconducting solenoid. The mag-
net was placed inside a cube-shaped steel yoke, approxi-
mately 3 m per side, designed to increase the uniformity of
the field within the detector region. The shape of the z
component of the magnetic field was mapped using an
array of Hall probes mounted on a radial arm, aligned
along the solenoid axis and calibrated using an NMR
probe. The probes’ positions at each field sample were
known to�1 mm, and the field was mapped to a precision
of �1� 10�4 T. The standard operating setting for
TWIST is 2 T at the center of the solenoid; at this setting

FIG. 1 (color online). Side view of the upstream half of the
TWIST spectrometer planar chambers and support structures.
Muons stopped in the target foil, which also served as a chamber
cathode. The use of precision spacers and tension control en-
sured that the chamber wire positions were known to 30 �m in
z. The spectrometer is symmetric about the target foil.
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the field is uniform to within 8� 10�3 T within the track-
ing region. A finite-element simulation of the magnetic
field was performed using OPERA3D [15], providing the full
three-dimensional magnetic field throughout the detector
volume and well outside the measured region. Within the
tracking region the simulated field map agreed with the
measurements to within �2� 10�4 T.

Event acquisition was triggered by a thin scintillator
upstream of the spectrometer. Only 1.8% of events were
triggered by a beam positron, in spite of the much higher
rate of beam positrons compared to muons; most beam
positrons were discriminated against by the trigger thresh-
old. Remaining beam positrons were identified with high
efficiency in the data since they left signals in the full
length of the detector.

Preamplifier chips were mounted directly on the cham-
bers and drove custom postamplifier and discriminator
modules placed 2 m away. The chamber behavior was
exceptionally stable, with less than one high voltage trip
per month. All output channels were functional.

Data acquisition from scintillators and tracking cham-
bers [16] was performed using LeCroy Model 1877 TDCs
(time-to-digital converters). The trigger and TDC readout
recorded signals in 0.5 ns time bins from 6 �s before to
10 �s after a muon passed through the trigger scintillator.
The start and stop of each pulse was recorded so that the
pulse width could be determined; these widths can be
related to the amount of energy deposited in the cell. In
this configuration up to eight wire signals could be re-
corded for each wire in any triggered event. A fixed blank-
ing time of 80 �s was imposed after each accepted trigger,
to allow each TDC to finish conversion before the next
event was recorded.

The data considered for this analysis were more than
1:5� 109 muon decays, taken during 2004. The data sets,
summarized in Table I, were taken under a variety of
conditions (low polarization from beam steering, rate,
muon stopping position, etc.). Provided the simulation
reproduced these conditions correctly, the decay parame-
ters extracted from the data should be independent of the
run conditions.

III. SIMULATION

The decay parameters were extracted from the data by
comparing the data to a simulated spectrum, as discussed
in Sec. IVD. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were run to
match the conditions of each of the seven main data sets, in
addition to simulations run for studying systematic uncer-
tainties. Each simulation included 2–3 times as many muon
decays as the corresponding data set. The simulations were
implemented using GEANT 3.21. The output was in exactly
the same format as the files produced by the data acquis-
ition system, and were processed in the same way as real
data. Space-time relationships (STR) determined with
GARFIELD [17] were used to model drift chamber response.

The theoretical decay spectrum included full radiative
corrections at Oð�Þ [18], as well as Oð�2L2Þ and Oð�2LÞ
[19,20], where L ¼ logðm2

�=m
2
eÞ � 10:66. Oð�2L0Þ terms

have also been calculated [21]; the effect of neglecting
these last terms has been evaluated and shown to be
negligible (see Sec. VII F). All radiative corrections are
calculated within the standard model. The values of the
muon decay parameters assumed by the simulation in its
theoretical decay spectrum were kept hidden until the end
of the study; see Sec. IVD below for details.
The simulation included all known depolarization ef-

fects, including interactions with the magnetic field as the
muon enters the solenoid and depolarization in the stop-
ping target.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The full analysis procedure was applied in the same way
to both data and simulation. To the level that the simulation
accurately represented the data, this canceled spectrum
distortions due to detector response, positron energy loss
and scattering, reconstruction biases, and other effects,
which would otherwise lead to systematic errors in the
measurement.
Because of the large amount of simulation and analysis

required, the Western Canada Research Grid (WestGrid)
was used. TWIST used approximately 10 000 CPU days
for this simulation and analysis.

A. Event reconstruction

To reconstruct an event, the hits—signal times on indi-
vidual wires—were first grouped based on timing informa-
tion from the PCs. Tracks within these groups were then
identified using the distribution of DC hits in space and
time, as well as the hit widths. DC hits associated with
decay positrons were then used to reconstruct the energy
and angle of each positron.
Pattern recognition was performed on the decay posi-

trons using the spatial hit distributions, to determine an
initial estimate of the positron track. The track fit parame-
ters were the position and momentum three-vectors at the
DC closest to the target; the main parameters of interest

TABLE I. Description of data sets, in chronological order.

Description

Events

(� 106)
Accepted

(� 106)

Low polarization, centered 209 8

Low polarization, PC5 stops 94 2

Centered stops 287 11

3=4 stops A 323 12

High rate 198 7

Aperture 263 9

3=4 stops B 157 6

Total 1531 55
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were the positron’s total momentum p, and the angle 

between the positron momentum vector and the detector
axis. Multiple overlapping tracks could be distinguished at
this stage. The initial track estimate was then refined in a
2 fit using the hits’ drift times, in combination with maps
of the STRs of the drift chamber cell as provided by the
GARFIELD chamber simulation software [17]. The positron

track was assumed to deviate from a helix by continuous
energy loss through the gas volumes and discrete energy
loss through each foil encountered, using mean energy loss
formulas [22]. Tracks were allowed discrete deflections at
each DC module and in the dense stacks. The deflection
angles were fit parameters, with associated penalties to the
fit 2, based on the method described by Lutz [23].

Event and track selection cuts were then applied and the
decay spectrum was assembled. A muon hit was required
in PC6, immediately upstream of the stopping target, to
ensure the muon reached the target. A hit in PC7, imme-
diately downstream, vetoed the event. Events with multiple
muons were rejected. The muon was required to decay
between 1 �s and 9 �s after the trigger; the delay ensured
that the ionization from the incident muon was collected
before a hit from the positron was recorded. Events where a
beam positron arrived within 1 �s of either the muon or
decay were rejected as well. Additional cuts included the
muon flight time through the M13 beam line, used to reject
muons from pion decays in flight, and a requirement that
the muon stopped within 2.5 cm of the detector axis, which
ensured that all decay positron tracks within the fiducial
region (Sec. IVC) were fully contained within the detector.
Note that these cuts depend on observations of the muon
prior to decay or of the time of decay, and are hence
unbiased in terms of the properties of the positron.

Figure 2 shows a muon decay spectrum reconstructed
from the ‘‘centered stops’’ data set (3� 108 muon decays;
see Table I).

B. Energy calibration

Differences in the details of the muon stopping position
within the target foil, differences in the STRs, the accuracy
of the magnetic field maps, and knowledge of the wire
positions resulted in differences in the energy scales of the
simulation and the data. The kinematic endpoint region
(near 52:3< p< 53:4 MeV=c) was used to determine the
relative energy calibration between the data and the simu-
lation after reconstruction was complete. The relative po-
sitions of the endpoint were compared between data and
simulation in bins of angle (see Fig. 3 for an example), and
the differences were parameterized separately for upstream
(US) and downstream (DS) parts of the spectrum, accord-
ing to

�pe ¼ Bi þ Ai
cos


; i ¼ US;DS; (9)

where �pe is the difference in the momentum of the
spectrum endpoint between data and simulation.
Equation (9) describes an energy loss proportional to the
amount of material encountered by a particle; for a planar
detector the amount of material is proportional to 1= cos
.
This form was found to describe �pe well, also.
Uncertainties in the calibration parameters Bi and Ai
were statistical. This relative calibration technique re-
placed the calibration using an analytic approximation to
the end point shape used in the previous analyses [9,10,24].

C. Fiducial region

Limitations of the reconstruction and physical aspects of
the detector required the imposition of fiducial cuts, which
were applied after the data and simulation were calibrated
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FIG. 2 (color online). Reconstructed muon decay spectrum.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Uncalibrated data and simulation histo-
grams in the momentum range of the decay spectrum used for
energy calibration, for �0:53< cos
 <�0:50.
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and assembled into spectra. Improvements in reconstruc-
tion allowed us to use a larger fiducial region for this
analysis than was used for previous TWIST measurements
[9,10,24]. The fiducial region adopted for this analysis
required 0:50< j cos
j< 0:92, p < 51:5 MeV=c, 10:0<
pt < 39:7 MeV=c, and jpzj> 13:7 MeV=c. This region is
shown in Fig. 4.

The 51:5 MeV=c momentum cut removed the region of
the spectrum used by the energy calibration; this also
removed the only sharp feature of the spectrum, greatly
reducing the sensitivity of the decay parameters to the
resolution. The minimum j cos
j cut eliminated high angle
events, which underwent large amounts of multiple scat-
tering and were difficult to reconstruct. The maximum
j cos
j cut was limited by increased reconstruction bias
and a difference in reconstruction efficiency between data
and simulation at small angles. The minimum pt cut elim-
inated tracks with radii too small to provide sufficient
transverse separation in the hits for reliable fits. The maxi-
mum pt cut, in combination with the requirement that the
muon stopped within 2.5 cm of the detector axis, ensured
that all accepted decay positrons were fully contained in
the detector. The minimum jpzj cut removed tracks with
wavelength comparable to a detector periodicity of
12.4 cm. The robustness of the analysis against variations
in these cuts was checked using variations of 0.02 in cos

or 0:5 MeV=c for the momentum cuts; neither the decay
parameter measurements nor the systematic uncertainties
were changed by more than 1� 10�5.

The fiducial cuts were applied to the spectrum histo-
gram, and were therefore influenced by the histogram
binning. A histogram bin was included in the fit if the
ðp; cos
Þ value of its center passed the above fiducial cuts.
The widths of the spectrum histogram bins were
0:5 MeV=c in momentum, and 0.02 in cos
.

D. Spectrum fitting

The decay parameters were determined by comparing
the shape of the two-dimensional data spectrum to that
of a simulated spectrum with matching conditions. The
muon decay spectrum is linear in the parameters
ð�;�; P��; P���Þ so the data spectrum can be described

in terms of the MC spectrum as

SD ¼ SM þ @S

@�
��þ @S

@�
��þ @S

@P��
�ðP��Þ

þ @S

@P��
��ðP���Þ; (10)

where SD ¼ d2�D=dx dðcos
Þ is the decay spectrum from
data, and SM ¼ d2�M=dxdðcos
Þ is the spectrum simu-
lated using Eq. (4) to generate the muon decays. Note that
the simulated spectrum is generated using hidden values of
the decay parameters. @S=@� etc. are the derivatives of
Eq. (4) with respect to the decay parameters. Radiative
corrections were left out of these derivatives, under the
assumption that the dependence of the radiative corrections
on the decay parameters is negligible; the exception was
@S=@P��, which included the anisotropic radiative correc-

tions to facilitate the consistent treatment of P�� as a

product.
‘‘Derivative spectra’’ were fully simulated and analyzed

spectra in the same way as SM. To generate these spectra,
the magnitudes of derivatives of Eq. (4) with respect to the
decay parameters (j@S=@�j etc.) were treated as probabil-
ity distributions for the purposes of spectrum generation; a
sign was associated with each event according to the sign
of the derivative at that point, and this sign was used as a
weight when the reconstructed event was included in the
final derivative spectrum.
The coefficients ��, �ðP��Þ, and �ðP���Þ are the fit

parameters, and represent the differences in the decay
parameters between data and simulation. The muon decay
spectrum in our fiducial region does not accurately deter-
mine � because of the x0 coefficient in Eq. (5), so the value
� ¼ �0:0036� 0:0069 from the recent global analysis
[25] was assumed.
Only differences between the real decay parameters in

data and those assumed by the simulation were measured
directly in this procedure. The values of the parameters
assumed by the simulation ð�h; �h; �hÞ were chosen ran-
domly within 0.01 of the SM values while being con-
strained to physically meaningful values (e.g.
��=� � 1), and these values were kept hidden throughout
the analysis and the evaluation of systematic uncertainties.
�, and hence ��, was extracted from�ðP���Þ as ð�h�h þ
�ðP���ÞÞ=ð�h þ�ðP��ÞÞ. When measuring systematic

uncertainties, it was sufficient to assume standard model
values for the extraction of ��. In this way the measure-
ment outcome remained unknown until the values of the
hidden parameters were revealed.
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FIG. 4 (color online). A reconstructed muon decay spectrum;
the dot density is proportional to the number of positron tracks
reconstructed in a ðp; cos
Þ bin. The outlines show the fiducial
region used for this analysis.
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The ability of the fitted Monte Carlo spectra to describe
the data can be viewed in terms of two distributions: the
angle-integrated momentum distribution of the decay posi-
trons, which is governed by � (with �), and the momentum
dependence of the decay asymmetry, governed by �. The
momentum spectrum of accepted events from a standard
data set is compared with that from the corresponding fitted
simulation in Fig. 5. The decay asymmetry as a function of
momentum for accepted events from the same data set is
compared with the fitted simulation in Fig. 6. Here asym-
metry is defined as ðB� FÞ=ðBþ FÞ, where B and F are
the number of counts in the backward ( cos
 < 0) and
forward directions in a given momentum bin. The normal-
ized residuals demonstrate the quality of the fit and the lack
of bias.

This study used the same data analyzed by Jamieson
et al. for the direct measurement of the decay parameter
P���, published in 2006 [24]. However, the P��� analysis

did not include the study of the � or � systematic uncer-
tainties and corrections. Furthermore, the present measure-
ment used more advanced analysis and simulation
techniques than were available for the previous study, as
described below. A new, independent set of hidden decay
parameters was generated for use in the simulation, and
this new set was used exclusively for this analysis.
Therefore, as with the previous measurements from
TWIST, the measurement outcome could not be known
until the hidden decay parameters were revealed.

V. SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES SINCE PREVIOUS
STUDIES

There were a number of improvements to the experi-
mental apparatus and data-taking techniques between
2002, when data were taken for the first TWIST measure-
ments of � and � [9,10], and 2004, when the data were
taken for both the first TWIST measurement of P��� [24]

and the present measurement of � and �. The geometry and
material of the muon stopping target used in 2004 was
much better known than the target used previously.
Moreover, additional monitoring and feedback controls
were implemented for the taking of data in 2004. These
improved the stability of the dipole magnets in the beam
line, the flatness of the chamber foils, average muon stop
position, and other aspects of the experiment, significantly
increasing the quality of the data. The new muon beam
monitoring chamber allowed significantly better character-
ization of the muon beam for input into the simulation, as
well.
Since the previous measurements, the simulation and

analysis were modified to account for the asymmetric
construction of the drift chambers, where the wires were
not centered between the foils (see Sec. II A). The track
reconstruction used by the present analysis accounted for
energy loss by the positrons, reducing reconstruction bias
by several keV=c; other reconstruction improvements fur-
ther reduced the reconstruction biases, particularly at low
angles. Energy calibration used by the present analysis was
performed as a relative calibration between simulation and
data, resulting in a more accurate calibration.
As this analysis was nearing completion, a technique

was developed to extract STRs directly from the data. This
occurred too late to be incorporated into this entire analy-
sis, but it was used to estimate the systematic uncertainty
due to mismatch in the chamber response between data and
MC (see Sec. VII B).

VI. SIMULATION VALIDATION

Since the data are fitted with simulated spectra to mea-
sure the muon decay parameters, the simulation must
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FIG. 5 (color online). Momentum distribution of accepted
events, centered stops data set. Deviation from the shape of
Eq. (4) below 28 MeV=c and above 45 MeV=c comes from the
acceptance constraint shown in Fig. 4. The lower plot shows the
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between data and fit for each bin, normalized by the statistical
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correctly reproduce physical and detector effects in an
unbiased way; of particular importance are energy loss,
multiple scattering, and the probabilities for the production
of delta rays and bremsstrahlung. Direct comparisons be-
tween simulation and data were performed with special-
ized data not used for decay parameter measurements. In
this mode, labeled ‘‘upstream stops’’, the momentum of the
muon beam was reduced so that the muons stopped up-
stream of the DCs. Downstream-going decays then passed
through the entire detector, and were reconstructed twice,
first using only the upstream half of the detector, then using
only the downstream half. Energy loss, scattering, helix
fitter biases, and reconstruction resolution all resulted in
differences in the properties of the two tracks. Distributions
of �p ¼ pDS � pUS, �
 ¼ 
DS � 
US, and other differ-
ences were used to examine reconstruction and physical
effects, independent of the shape of the decay spectrum,
and to compare the simulation directly to the data.

About 8� 107 upstream stop events were considered for
this analysis, with 1:5� 106 events accepted after cuts.
About 10 times that amount of simulated decays were
generated.

As mentioned earlier, to first order energy loss is pro-
portional to the amount of material a particle encounters; in
TWIST’s planar geometry this was proportional to 1= cos
.
Multiplying �p by cos
 removes this first-order angle
dependence. Figure 7 shows the distributions of ð�pÞ�
ðcos
Þ, for both data and simulation; the simulation has
been normalized to data by integrated counts. The most
probable value was �28:4� 0:1 keV=c for data and
�29:65� 0:04 keV=c for MC; the FWHM width was
155:9� 0:1 keV=c for data and 141:64� 0:04 keV=c for
MC. The slight difference in most probable energy loss
was compensated by the energy calibration. The difference
in the width of the distribution leads to a systematic error in
the measurement of the decay parameters of 1:3� 10�4, as
discussed in Sec. VII E, and a correction was applied
(Table III). Figure 8 shows the same distributions but for

events where ð�pÞðcos
Þ<�1 MeV=c, demonstrating
very good agreement between data and simulation over
several orders of magnitude. This was used to determine
part of the systematic uncertainty due to the simulation of
positron interactions (Sec. VII D), which was found to be
less than 0:7� 10�4 for both � and �.
Figure 9 shows the distributions of �
 for data and

simulation; the simulation was normalized to the data as
before. The most probable value was �0:97� 0:02 mrad
for data and �0:581� 0:007 mrad for MC; the FWHM
width was 29:75� 0:02 mrad for data and 29:159�
0:007 mrad for MC. The difference in the most probable
�
 values between data and MC is very small compared to
the approximately 10 mrad angular resolution and so did
not affect the decay spectrum. Unlike the energy loss, the
slight difference in the width of the �
 distributions had a
negligible effect on the measurement of the decay parame-
ters. Figure 10 shows the same distributions but including
events with large �
, again demonstrating very good
agreement between data and simulation over many orders
of magnitude.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Energy loss distributions for positrons
across the target region (Al and PCs), showing events with small
losses and integrated over the fiducial region.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Scattering angle distributions for posi-
trons across the target region (Al and PCs), showing events with
small angle scatters and integrated over the fiducial region.
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The upstream stops technique was also used to compare
reconstruction efficiencies in data and simulation, as a
function of momentum and angle. A simplified definition
of reconstruction efficiency was used to avoid introducing
artifacts at the edge of the fiducial region and other com-
plications. Let rdðp; cos
Þ be the number of downstream
tracks in a given (p, cos
) bin for which an upstream track
was also reconstructed, and let Tdðp; cos
Þ represent the
total number of downstream tracks in that bin. Then the
upstream efficiency was defined as 	uðp; cos
Þ ¼ rd=Td.
Downstream efficiency was similarly defined.

Figures 11 and 12 show the (data-MC) differences in
reconstruction efficiency, as functions of momentum and
cos
, respectively; the differences of upstream efficiencies
are shown, and the downstream efficiencies were similar.
Each bin represents an average across the fiducial region.
The region around the upstream stops beam momentum of
�25 MeV=c has been excluded to avoid an artifact in the
efficiency measurement caused by the beam positron phase
space. The simulation and data show good agreement in
reconstruction efficiency over the entire fiducial region,

and the slight differences are independent of momentum
and angle. Overall, we find that all but ð5:7� 0:2Þ � 10�4

[ð5:12� 0:05Þ � 10�4] of the upstream stops events in the
data [simulation] that contain a reconstructed downstream
track within the fiducial region also contain a reconstructed
track in the upstream half of the detector; similarly, all but
ð8:2� 0:2Þ � 10�4 [ð7:87� 0:06Þ � 10�4] of the events
that contain a reconstructed upstream track within the
fiducial region also contain a reconstructed track in the
downstream half of the detector. The differences in up-
stream and downstream reconstruction efficiency give rise
to a systematic error of less than 0:6� 10�4, as discussed
in Sec. VII B.

VII. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AND
UNCERTAINTIES

A. General procedure

A systematic uncertainty is an uncertainty in the decay
parameters as the result of an unknown or unaccounted-for
value or variation of some experimental parameter. A
summary of the systematic uncertainties for this measure-
ment is given in Table II by category; these are described in
more detail below. A systematic error represents a known
experimental bias rather than an uncertainty; where these
errors were found to be significant, a correction was ap-
plied. Very small errors were simply included in the total
systematic uncertainties. Table III lists the corrections
applied to the present measurement.
Several systematic uncertainties important to the mea-

surement of P��� were not studied for this measurement.

The leading systematic uncertainty in the previous mea-
surement of P��� by TWIST [24] arose from uncertainty in

our knowledge of the muon beam emittance, and its impact
on the muon depolarization as the beam entered the mag-
netic field. The depolarization of the muons due to the
muon beam emittance was found to be 5–7� 10�3 de-
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FIG. 10 (color online). As Fig. 9, for large angle scatters.
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pending on the beam used, and the associated systematic
uncertainty was �P��� ¼ 0:0034. The muons depolarized

further while at rest in the stopping target at a rate of ð1:6�
0:3Þ � 10�3 �s�1, leading to an associated systematic
uncertainty of �P��� ¼ 0:0012. We have no additional

data to improve our knowledge of the muon beam used
at the time. Furthermore, whereas this issue had a very
large impact on the determination of P���, its impact on the

measurement of � and � is negligible.
Systematic uncertainties and errors were studied using

the spectrum fitting technique described by Eq. (10). A
new simulated decay spectrum was produced by exagger-
ating an experimental parameter at the simulation or analy-
sis stage, and this was fit against a simulation generated
using the standard parameters. The fit results �� and ��,
scaled by the amount of exaggeration, provided a direct
measurement of the systematic uncertainty associated with
the experimental parameter.

All systematic errors and uncertainties were determined
prior to revealing the hidden decay parameters assumed by
the simulation.

B. Chamber response

To determine the effect of inaccuracies in the GARFIELD-
generated STRs, analyses using STRs derived directly
from the data and the simulation were fit against the
corresponding standard analyses. Data-derived and
simulation-derived STRs for TWIST have only recently
been developed. They were derived for data and simulation
from the means of the time residuals (the difference be-
tween reconstructed hit time and measured hit time) as a
function of hit position within the drift cell, during recon-
struction using GARFIELD-generated STRs. These residuals

were used to modify the GARFIELD-generated STRs, and
the process was iterated until it converged. The data-
derived STRs automatically account for variations in tem-
perature, foil positions, etc., within the detector, as well as
compensating for some residual biases in the helix recon-
struction. They lead to reduced 2 values from the helix
fitter. They also provide improved momentum resolution
and a better match between data and simulation compared
to that described in Sec. VI. Thus, we conclude that they
are more correct for use in the analysis than the STRs
generated by GARFIELD.
The tests determined by how much the measured decay

parameters were affected by the use of GARFIELD-gener-
ated STRs in the standard analysis. The difference between
the effect in simulation and the effect in data demonstrated
the amount by which the measured decay parameters in a
standard data-MC fit would shift; a correction was applied
to the final measurement to account for this (Table III). The
uncertainty on this difference, at 3� 10�4 for � and 5�
10�4 for �, represented the systematic uncertainty due to
inaccuracies in the STRs. This dominated the chamber
response uncertainties.
Other aspects of the chamber response studied included

the uncertainties in the DC foil positions, the asymmetries
in the decay reconstruction efficiency, and electronics-
related wire time offsets. None of these represented un-
certainties greater than 0:6� 10�4 for either � or �, and
most were much smaller.

C. Energy scale

To translate uncertainties in the energy calibration pa-
rameters into uncertainties in the decay parameters, new
spectra were created by applying energy calibration, with
each calibration parameter exaggerated, to a standard
simulation. These exaggerated spectra were fit against a
spectrum created using the standard calibration to measure
the effects on the decay parameters, which were found to
be 3� 10�4 for � and 4� 10�4 for �. The systematic
uncertainty due to the energy calibration was the dominant
uncertainty related to energy scale.
Other aspects of the energy scale studied included the

assumed behavior of the energy calibration with momen-
tum, and errors in the shape of the magnetic field map used
for analysis. The energy calibration was assumed to be
independent of the positron momentum; using a calibration
proportional to the momentum changes the decay parame-
ters by less than 0:8� 10�4 for both � and �. The simu-
lated magnetic field used for analysis and simulation was
compared against the measured magnetic field map; the
differences were found to influence the decay parameters at
the level of 0:7� 10�4 for both � and �.

D. Positron interactions

The production of delta rays and bremsstrahlung were
the most important discrete positron interactions for

TABLE III. List of corrections to final decay parameter mea-
surement, in units of 10�4. Uncertainties in the corrections are
included in the systematic uncertainties in Table II.

Correction �� ��

Drift time maps �2:0� 2:9 þ1:6� 5:2
Momentum resolution þ1:2� 0:2 þ1:3� 0:3
Total �0:8� 2:9 þ2:9� 5:2

TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties by category.

Category �� ��

Chamber response 0.000 29 0.000 52

Energy scale 0.000 29 0.000 41

Positron interactions 0.000 16 0.000 09

Resolution 0.000 02 0.000 03

Alignment and lengths 0.000 03 0.000 03

Beam intensity 0.000 01 0.000 02

Correlations with � 0.000 11 0.000 01

Theory 0.000 03 0.000 01

Total 0.000 46 0.000 67
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TWIST. The simulation of these was validated using the
upstream muon stops described in Sec. VI above. The rate
of delta ray production in simulation was compared to that
in data using the ratio R� ¼ N12=N11, where N12 is the
number of events with one upstream track and two down-
stream tracks, and N11 the number of events with one
upstream track and one downstream track. We find R� ¼
ð1:432� 0:003Þ � 10�2 in the upstream stops data. R� was
also measured in several additional upstream stops simu-
lations with the delta ray production cross section multi-
plied by various factors, as shown in Fig. 13. A linear fit to
R� as a function of the cross section multiplier was used to
translate the R� value from data into a difference in delta
ray cross sections between data and simulation, conserva-
tively assuming that all events of this topology are due to
delta rays. This is not true in practice, since R� does not go
to zero in the simulation when the delta ray production
cross section in GEANT is set to zero (see Fig. 13); however,
the conservative assumption was sufficient for estimating
the systematic uncertainty. The effective delta ray produc-
tion cross section determined from this method was found
to be approximately 18% lower in the simulation than was
seen in data.

The rate of bremsstrahlung production (RB) in simula-
tion was compared to that in data by counting the number
of through-going positrons whose change in momentum
was pDS � pUS < ðh�pi � 1 MeV=cÞ, normalized to the
total number of reconstructed events; here h�pi represents
the most probable value of �p. We find RB ¼ ð1:42�
0:01Þ � 10�2. As with the study of delta ray production,
RB was also measured in several additional upstream stops
simulations with the bremsstrahlung production cross sec-
tion increased by various factors, as shown in Fig. 14. As
before, a linear fit was used to translate the RB value from
data into a difference in bremsstrahlung cross sections

between data and simulation; the simulation was found to
agree with the data to within 2%.
The simulations produced with the delta ray or brems-

strahlung cross sections increased by a factor of 3 were fit
against standard simulation. The systematic uncertainty
due to errors in the simulation of delta ray production
was found to be 1:5� 10�4 for � and 0:9� 10�4 for �;
that due to errors in the simulation of bremsstrahlung
production was less than 0:7� 10�4 for either parameter.
Materials outside the sensitive region of the detector

could scatter particles back inside, resulting in extraneous
hits that the track reconstruction must sort out. The number
of backscattered positrons, normalized by the number of
muons, was studied in the data and the simulation. A new
simulation was produced with an additional plate of alu-
minum downstream of the detector as a backscattering
source, and this was fit against the standard simulation.
The effect on the decay parameters was less than 0:4�
10�4.

E. Resolution

Reconstruction resolution in momentum and angle
smeared the decay spectrum. The RMS (root-mean-
squared) angle resolution was about 5–15 mrad, and the
simulation agreed with the data to within 3 mrad. The RMS
momentum resolution was 0:040–0:120 MeV=c, and was
smaller in the simulation by 0:007 MeV=c. Both types of
reconstruction resolution varied with energy and angle of
the decay positron. Since the spectrum was inherently
smooth, however, these resolutions did not significantly
distort the decay parameters directly. The largest effect
was at the endpoint, where the momentum resolution
changes the shape of the edge; the 7 keV=c difference in
resolution between simulation and data had a small effect
on the energy calibration, which resulted in a distortion in
the decay parameters. Resolution was measured in the data
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FIG. 13 (color online). R� as a function of delta ray cross
section multiplier. Open circles are simulation; standard simu-
lation corresponds to a multiplicative factor of 1. The linear fit
was used to determine an effective multiplier for the data
(dashed line). Error bars are shown but are vanishingly small.
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FIG. 14 (color online). RB as a function of bremsstrahlung
cross section multiplier. Open circles are simulation; standard
simulation corresponds to a multiplicative factor of 1. The linear
fit was used to determine an effective multiplier for the data
(dashed line). Error bars are shown but are vanishingly small.
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and MC as a function of momentum and angle using
decays from upstream muon stops, by measuring the
widths of the energy loss and scattering distributions.
New spectra were produced by smearing the reconstructed
momentum or angle of each event in the simulation before
including it in the spectrum and calculating the energy
calibration. The effect of the angle resolution on the decay
parameters was found to be less than 0:4� 10�4 for both �
and �. The effect of the momentum resolution on the decay
parameters was 1:2� 10�4 for � and 1:3� 10�4 for �, and
a correction was applied (Table III).

F. Other sources of error

A number of other possible sources of systematic error
were studied and found to be small.

The effect of the uncertainty in the chamber alignment
on the decay parameters was tested by analyzing a simu-
lation using distorted chamber alignments, and fitting
against the standard simulation. These were found to affect
the decay parameters by less than 0:03� 10�4. Errors in
the transverse and longitudinal length scales of the detector
translated directly into errors on the transverse and longi-
tudinal components of the momentum; these were tested by
distorting these momentum components for reconstructed
decays before including them in a new spectrum. The
effect was less than 0:3� 10�4.

New simulations were produced with exaggerated muon
or positron beam rates, to test the sensitivity of having an
incorrect pileup rate in the simulation. This showed the
systematic uncertainty due to the simulation of beam in-
tensity to be less than 0:2� 10�4 for both beam
components.

As described above, the highest order of radiative cor-
rections used for this analysis was Oð�2LÞ. The Oð�2Þ
radiative corrections [21] represented the theoretical error
in the Oð�2LÞ corrections, and this determined the theo-
retical uncertainty for this analysis. A new simulation was
produced with the Oð�2LÞ radiative corrections exagger-
ated, and this was fit to the standard simulation. The results
show that the theoretical uncertainty in the measured decay
parameters is less than 0:3� 10�4.

During decay parameter fits, �was normally fixed to the
world average value of �0:0036 [25]. The standard fit
between data and MC was repeated with � raised or
lowered by 1 standard deviation (�� ¼ �0:0069), giving
the correlations @�=@� ¼ 0:0162, @�=@� ¼ 0:0015, and
@P��=@� ¼ 0:0155. This led to an uncertainty in � due to

the uncertainty in � of 0.000 11. Future improvements in
the knowledge of � can be used to reduce this systematic
uncertainty directly.

Since this measurement was finalized, development of
the simulation and analysis software has continued for the
analysis of additional data. During this process, an error in
the particle identification was found, which caused good
events to be misclassified and discarded, affecting about

0.6% of events in the fiducial region. This distortion was
primarily linear in j cos
j, which is a shape not reflected in
any of the derivative spectra; furthermore, the distortion
was the same in the analysis of both data and simulation,
leaving the derived decay parameters unaffected. This
software error has been fixed for future analyses, but has
been listed here for completeness.

VIII. RESULTS

The values of � and � measured from fitting each data
set with its corresponding simulation are listed in Table IV.
After taking weighted averages and applying the correc-
tions in Table III, we find

� ¼ 0:750 14� 0:000 17ðstatÞ � 0:000 44ðsystÞ
� 0:000 11ð�Þ;

where the last uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in �,
and

� ¼ 0:750 67� 0:000 30ðstatÞ � 0:000 67ðsystÞ:
Both results are consistent with the standard model values
of 3=4. These represent a factor-of-two improvement over
the previous TWIST measurements [9,10].
The typical correlation coefficient between � and � from

the decay parameter fits is þ0:15 for the fiducial range
adopted here. Correlations also exist between the system-
atic uncertainties in � and �. The contributions to �2

��

associated with the chamber response and positron inter-
action systematics are also positive and somewhat larger
than the statistical contribution from the decay parameter
fits. In contrast, the energy calibration systematics for �
and � are strongly anticorrelated, and provide the dominant
contribution to �2

�� in the present measurement. Overall,

we find that the correlation coefficient between the total
uncertainties in � and � is �0:16.
The decay parameter fits also determined a value for

P��, which can be converted to a value for P��� by

correcting for known depolarization effects. After applying
corrections corresponding to the � and � corrections in
Table III, the fits give P��� ¼ 1:0025� 0:0004ðstatÞ. As

TABLE IV. Measured decay parameters from fits between data
and simulation, for each data set. Uncertainties are statistical.
Each fit has 2463 degrees of freedom.

Set � � 2

Mis-steered 0:750 54� 0:000 44 0:750 66� 0:000 77 2505

PC5 stops 0:751 12� 0:000 79 0:747 57� 0:001 40 2434

Stop 1
2 0:749 77� 0:000 38 0:750 81� 0:000 67 2458

Stop 3
4 A 0:750 24� 0:000 37 0:750 73� 0:000 66 2483

High rate 0:750 03� 0:000 50 0:750 47� 0:000 88 2392

Aperture 0:750 19� 0:000 45 0:751 16� 0:000 80 2555

Stop 3
4 B 0:750 42� 0:000 49 0:748 82� 0:000 86 2468
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explained in Sec. VII A, the systematic uncertainties im-
portant to the measure of P��� were not revisited during

this analysis, and this value should not be considered a
revised measurement. When differences in the two analy-
ses are considered, the value of P��� found here is consis-

tent with the published TWIST measurement of
P��� ¼ 1:0003� 0:0006ðstatÞ � 0:0038ðsystÞ [24].

IX. GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF MUON DECAY

In 2005, Gagliardi et al. performed a global analysis of
all available muon decay data [25], including earlier
TWIST measurements of � and � [9,10]. That analysis
has been repeated, incorporating the TWIST measurement
of P��� [24] and the new � and � measurements presented

here; the correlation factor of�0:16 between the TWIST �
and � measurements has also been included in the calcu-
lation. All other input values are the same as in the analysis
of Gagliardi et al.

In brief, the global analysis used a Monte Carlo method
similar to that of Burkard et al. [26] to map out the joint
probability distributions for 9 independent variables: QRR,
QLR, QRL, BLR, BRL, �=A, �=A, �

0=A, and �0=A. Each of
these parameters is a bilinear combination of the weak
coupling constants g�	�. The decay parameters could then
be written in terms of these independent variables. Table V
shows the results of this global analysis, as well as the
results of the analysis of Gagliardi et al.

The 90% confidence limits are given for the independent
variables listed above, and global best-fit values of the
decay parameters �, �, and � are given. The present
analysis represents significant improvements in the limits
on QLR and BLR, and tightens several of the other limits. It
is interesting to note that the global analysis significantly

reduces the uncertainty in the value of �, from a total of
0.000 63 to 0.000 35.
The values of the Q	� from this global analysis can be

used in Eq. (2) to place limits on the magnitudes of the
weak coupling constants jg�	�j; the exceptions are jgVLLj
and jgSLLj, which are determined more sensitively from
inverse muon decay, e��� ! ���e. The limits deter-

mined with this method are listed in Table VI, along with
the values from the previous global analysis [25]. The
present analysis represents a reduction of approximately
16% in the limits for jgSLRj and jgTLRj, and a 30% reduction
for jgVLRj.

X. CONCLUSION

This new measurement of the muon decay spectrum is a
factor-of-two more precise than previous measurements
[9,10]. It is consistent with standard model predictions,
placing more stringent limits on ‘‘new physics’’ in the
weak interaction. New indirect limits on the value of
P��� can be obtained using these values of � and �, in

combination with the measurement of P����=� > 0:99682

at 90% confidence by Jodidio [27,28] and using the con-
straint ��=� � 1 [required to obtain positive definite de-
cay probabilities from Eq. (4)]. Accounting for the
correlation coefficient of �0:16 between the � and �
uncertainties, we find 0:995 24<P��� � � < 1:000 91 at

90% confidence. This is a significant improvement over the
previous indirect limit of 0:9960< P��� � � < 1:0040

[10].
The quantity Q

�
R ¼ QRR þQLR represents the total

probability for a right-handed muon to decay into any
type of electron, a process forbidden under the standard
model weak interaction. The newmeasurements of � and �
lead to the new limits on QRR and QLR shown in Table V,
and hence to a new 90% confidence limit upper bound on
the combined probability Q�

R < 0:0024, a slight improve-
ment over the limit of Q�

R < 0:003 from the previous
global analysis [25].

TABLE V. Results of a new global analysis of muon decay
data, including the present measurements (90% C.L.). P�� ¼ 1 is

assumed. Best-fit values of selected decay parameters are also
listed.

Gagliardi et al. [25]

(� 10�3)

Present analysis

(� 10�3)

QRR <1:14 <0:96
QLR <1:94 <1:38
QRL <44 <42
QLL >955 >955
BLR <1:27 <0:64
BRL <10:9 <10:8
�=A 0:3� 2:1 0:1� 1:6
�=A 2:0� 3:1 2:1� 3:0
�0=A �0:1� 2:2 �0:1� 1:6
�0=A �0:8� 3:2 �0:8� 3:1

� 0:749 59� 0:000 63 0:749 64� 0:000 35
� 0:748 70� 0:001 14 0:749 97� 0:000 65
� �0:0036� 0:0069 �0:0042� 0:0064

TABLE VI. Limits on the weak coupling constants. (Limits on
jgSLLj and jgVLLj are from Ref. [22]).

Gagliardi et al. [25] Present analysis

jgSRRj <0:067 <0:062

jgVRRj <0:034 <0:031

jgSLRj <0:088 <0:074

jgVLRj <0:036 <0:025

jgTLRj <0:025 <0:021

jgSRLj <0:417 <0:412

jgVRLj <0:104 <0:104

jgTRLj <0:104 <0:103

jgSLLj <0:550 <0:550

jgVLLj >0:960 >0:960
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Under left-right symmetric models, � > 0:75 is forbid-
den, so the general measurement of � can be converted into
a 90% confidence limit lower bound within LRS models:
� > 0:7493 (compared with � > 0:7487 from the � mea-
surement previously published by TWIST). The relation
� ’ 3

4 ð1� 2�2gÞ then gives a 90% confidence limit of

j�gj< 0:022, a significant improvement over the limit of

j�gj< 0:030 for the previously published TWIST value of

�.
The final phase of TWIST is in progress. Additional data

are in hand, taken in 2006 and 2007, and new analysis is
underway. Further improvements to the simulation and
analysis are being implemented, including the use of mea-
sured drift time tables and improved track reconstruction
algorithms, and the resulting better agreement in the mo-
mentum resolution between simulation and data. These
improvements are expected to lead to additional factor-
of-two reductions in the uncertainties on � and �, provid-

ing another incremental improvement to searches for new
physics.
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